
Charting New Horizons: Journey from
Merchant Navy Officer to ISB’s Future
Business Leader

From navigating the globe to navigating business complexities, Sarthak Rastogi sets sail for success at

ISB with strategic guidance from GOALisB.

NEW DELHI, INDIA, April 16, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Today marks a significant milestone for

Sarthak Rastogi, a former Merchant Navy officer, as he embarks on his next voyage at the ISB

PGP. Mr. Rastogi’s transition from the high seas to the high-stakes world of business is a

testament to his relentless pursuit of growth and the expert guidance provided by GOALisB.

Sarthak Rastogi started his career as a cadet aboard international cargo ships, quickly rising

through the ranks. His responsibilities included navigating the complex routes across the global

seas, managing diverse crews, and ensuring the safety and efficiency of maritime operations. His

technical prowess and leadership on the high seas laid a solid foundation for his aspirations in

the wider world of business management.

Recognizing the limitations of his exposure within the maritime sector, Sarthak sought to

broaden his horizon. He aimed to delve into the strategic and managerial aspects of business,

which led him to consider an MBA. His search for a transformative education steered him

towards ISB, renowned for fostering leaders with a keen understanding of emerging markets like

India.

The shift from sea to schoolroom was daunting. Sarthak faced initial challenges with the GMAT

and adapting to academic life after years at sea. However, with GOALisB’s strategic guidance, he

tackled these challenges head-on. The firm provided him with comprehensive test preparation,

helping him overcome his academic inertia and excel in the GMAT, particularly enhancing his

verbal skills to complement his quantitative prowess.

The application process was a voyage of self-discovery for Sarthak. GOALisB’s unique

questionnaire and personalized coaching helped him articulate his story, transforming his

maritime experiences into compelling essays that resonated with ISB admission process. His

narrative highlighted the parallels between leading in the unpredictable environments of the

high seas and the dynamic arenas of global business.

The interview phase was the final leg of Sarthak’s journey to ISB. With GOALisB’s meticulous
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preparation, he presented his vision and potential with confidence, turning potential interview

pitfalls into opportunities to showcase his readiness for business leadership.

As Sarthak Rastogi joins ISB, he is not just transitioning careers but also setting a course for

future leadership roles in global business. His journey from the Merchant Navy to one of the

world's leading business schools is a beacon of inspiration, demonstrating that with the right

guidance and determination, every horizon is reachable.

About GOALisB:

GOALisB is a leading ISB admission consultants firm known for its commitment to transforming

the career paths of professionals from diverse backgrounds. By understanding each candidate’s

unique journey and potential, GOALisB equips them with the tools to navigate the complex

waters of ISB admissions successfully.
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